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The world of every growing child is filled
with the magic of their wonderful
innocence and the extent of their vivid
imagination. Follow Annie as she watches
the Magician perform on stage and is
enthralled by his ability to fascinate his
audience. Annie becomes determined to
also be a magician and tries to copy the
on-stage magic of The Magnificent
Marvo,with
startling
results.
Its
magic!Another reason for writing the
Action Annie stories was to correct an
imbalance which had appeared to have
developed between girls and boys; and in
particular, the differing stereotypes. When
one looked at roles and the type of
behaviour that might be expected from a
boy, but which was wholly never expected
or considered acceptable from a girl; the
discrimination practised was more subtle:
such as shouting, swearing, fighting,
picking ones nose and even making rude
noises in public! In short; Action Annie
represented girl power in action and was
my humble attempt of redressing the
perceptual balance.Annie is an imaginative
and very active seven-year-old whose mind
and body is always on the move. She never
seems to stop. Even as she sleeps, she is
dreaming about the things she plans to do
tomorrow. Annie is always thinking up
new ideas and inventing things. Once she
gets an idea inside her head, she becomes
determined to try it out. If her ideas dont
work out the first time Annie tries them
out, she will try and try again. Once Annie
has decided to do something, nobody and
nothing will stop her.Annies head is
crammed with ideas and her body is filled
with feelings, feelings which she finds
impossible to hide from the outside world.
Anyone can tell whether Annie is feeling
happy or sad by simply looking at her and
by listening to what she says, because she
just cant hide her feelings.When Annie is
happy, her smiley face tells you so and
when she is sad, the smile on her face will
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quickly disappear and be replaced by a
squashed-tomato look. When Annie is very
happy, the smile on her face widens, her
two arms begin to rotate like the propellers
of an aircraft, her two feet jump her body
up into the air and her mouth gleefully
yells out, Yippee! Yippee! Yippee! Yippee
for Annie! But when shes very angry, she
rotates her arms, jumps in the air and lands
saying, Bother! Bother! Bother! And
Double Bother!*When Annie gets angry
she knows how to get the anger out of her.
When Annie wants to get the anger out of
her body, she writes it out, she talks it out
and she acts it out. If she is angry with
someone, she may write them a nasty letter
and then tear it up without posting it. When
she does this, she finds that expressing her
feelings makes her feel a bit better.
Whenever Annie becomes annoyed with
another person she goes into a corner
where she wont be heard and calls the
person a Jolly old stinker! If she is very
angry, she will go to her bedroom and
pretend that the other person is her pillow.
Then she will have a pillow fight,
expressing her angry feelings to the pillow
she is punching. Or she may lie on her back
on the bed and peddle her legs up in the air
furiously until she is physically exhausted
and all the anger has left her body.*The
author of these stories founded Anger
Management Programmes in Great Britain
in 1971 and freely gave them to the world.
Within a few years, they had mushroomed
across the English- speaking world and
have helped millions of people since.
Included within the asterisked paragraph
above are some easy to understand and
simple to follow instructions for helping to
manage anger in a young child. There is a
little bit of Annie in every girl and boy.
That is what makes her so likable. Are you
like Annie in any of her ways?
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